Project

DAILLY PROJECT

Architects

VANDEN EECKHOUDT - CREYF ARCHITECTES

Address

Scutenaire, 1, 1030 Bruxelles

Programe

Building of 15 appartments

About

The building sits on a west-facing corner, opposite a small
urban park, wedged to some extent between its neighbours
inside the block. The development has naturally espoused its
location: a transparent construction where the views and
orientation are turned towards the street, but also a
construction wrapped in a mesh of metal and wood to protect
the privacy of its inhabitants.
The building’s entrance is marked by a wide crack. The work of
the artist Jean Glibert, a north-facing fluorescent orange wall
diffuses a luminous halo into the crack, reinforcing the
symbolism of the entrance.
The floors lead off corridors that open onto the inner courtyard
of the block.
The ground floor is above street level and protected by slatted
railings. Their height offers the tenant protection against
curious passers-by.
At the higher floor levels, a cladding of logs structures the
façade. The material and style tie in with the layout of the park.
This search for privacy means that the plans have been drawn
up in such a way that the lounges open out completely laterally
onto terraces while, overlooking the street, the logs filter the
views. The roof railings are identical to those on the ground
floor. The development contains two types of apartments:
single-level apartments and two-storey duplexes.
No changes have been made to the colour of the materials
used. The project also meets sustainability criteria.

rue Rodenbach, 4
1190 Bruxelles
Tél : +32 513 48 20
Fax : +32 513 48 20
info@vandeneeckhoudtcreyf.be
www.vandeneeckhoudtcreyf.be
OTHER PROJECTS :
Thomas project
- 2006 2008
- Bruxelles (Ixelles)

Typology

Housing (include mixed use)

Status

Built

Conception

2002

Delivery

2009

Client

Fond du Logement Bruxellois

Area

1600

Co-author

Olivier Noterman

Artists

Jean Glibert
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Music Hall bar - London
- 2004 2005
- London
House of Nicolas Vanden Eeckhoudt
- 2003 2005
- Bruxelles
Pizza project
- 2005 2009
- Linkebeek
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